Motivations

Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) have stated an explicit need to integrate land use and transportation
strategies in order to achieve congestion reliefand reduced VMT. The case study MPOs have indicated through
empirical research, policies, or mission statements that pursuing transportation or land use in isolation will not
achieve these goals in the way that integrated transportation/land use activities will.

Leveraging Infrastructure Fundsfor Land Use and Affordable Housing Activities
Many of these MPOs studied also have created long-range regional land use visions or scenarios thatact as the
foundation for the structure of their programs. Areas envisioned for long-range growth (such as "Livable Centers" in

Atlanta or"Priority Development Areas" in the Bay Area) are prioritized for investments in planning and
transportation infrastructure. Their programs are explicitly tied to these land use visions, and requirements or
incentives for specific local jurisdiction land use policies are designed to help implement the regional vision. Ina few
cases, the regional vision includes objectives related to the afVordability of new housing, and evaluation criteria for
grants offers additional points to applicant jurisdictions with affordable housing development policies.
Offering Grants or Loans for Development

Despite efforts to encourage TOD planning in San Francisco and Portland, die high cost of infill building has posed an
ongoing barrier. MPOs that provide funding or financing for private development have often had longstanding station
area planning, capital infrastructure grants, or other programs to support TOD, but have found that the high cost of
building in transit-rich infill locations is an ongoing barrier to implementing TOD, especially in emergingmarket
locations. The Bay Area Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC), for example, had a funding program for
station area planning for over 10 years; a regional TOD Policy, setting requirements for development near future
transit; and a program that invested in transportation infrastructure in designated growthareas; all before it decided
to invest in the Transit-Oriented Affordable Housing (TOAH) Fund (for more in-depth information on the TOAF1
Fund see Appendix F.) The market study that evaluated the need for the TOAH Fund found thatonly a small
fraction of developable infill land was located in transit-rich locations, indicating that this property wasa scarce asset
thatshould be preserved for development thatcould support regional goals of reducing vehicle miles traveled and
congestion. The TOAH Fund Market Study further found that affordable housing developers were unable to consider
many sites near transit due to higher land costs, and concluded that the fund should open upgreater, higher density
affordable housing and commercial developmentopportunities near transit.

Similarly, Portland Metro's TOD program offered technical support to local jurisdictions, but found thatthe majority
of higher density development was concentrated near the core of the region where the market was strongest and that
more outlying suburban locations had trouble demonstrating that a market existed for higher density development.
The TOD program therefore expanded to offer grants supporting pre-development costs for projects that could help
demonstrate demand for higher density housing, employment, and commercial space in emerging market locations.
Subsidized projects range from townhomes to 20-story student housing. As part ofthe grant allocation process,
Portland Metro calculates the number of additional transit trips that will be generated from its subsidy.
Funding

Federal transportation dollars - particularly CMAQ and STP funds are a main source for planning, infrastructure,
and development grant and loan programs. However, these sources have limitations on what they can fund, and are
limited to projects that are directly transportation related. To unlock this funding for development and infrastructure
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projects lacking a direct nexus with transportation, a number ofregions, including Portland, die Bay Area, and
Dallas, exchange CMAQ and STP funds for discretionary funds, such as transit agency fare box or city parking
revenues.

Overview of TOD Programs - Transit Agencies
Appendix B provides a brief comparison of transit agency programs, which primarily focuses on two activities:
•

Station area investment and technical supportin TOD efforts

•

Joint development and other uses of agency owned land

To understand how transit agencies support TODs, the team interviewed joint development or TOD staff at 11
agencies across the country, including: Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART), Charlotte Area Transit System (CATS), King
County MetroTransit, Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Audiority (MARTA), Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority (MBTA), Miami-Dade Transit (MDT), Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA), TriMct, Utah
TransitAuthority (UTA), Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA), and LACMTA.
Motivations

Transitagencies primarily engage in TOD through joint development or other use of agency-owned property. The
top reasons transitagencies engage in joint development are increasing ridership, increasing revenue, and, in several
cases (including LACMTA), promoting economic development.
Joint Development

Joint development is a specific type of transit-oriented development in which a transit agency partners with one or
more other publicagencies or private developers to develop land near a transit station. Typically, transit agencies
engage in joint development by selling or leasing land to a public, private, or non-profit developer. Joint
development is a secondary focus for most transit agencies, with the daily challenges of providing service and meeting
operating needs occupying the bulk ol stafftime.
Case study evaluation specifically focuses on agency experience with land sale, land discount, and land donation in
support of equitable TOD, and also covers other strategies, suchas affordability policies, flexible payment structures,
and strategic land acquisition. Key findings Irom an analysis of federal and state law, as well as the case studies, are
summarized below:

Land Sale

LACMTA's and many other agencies' currentjoint development preference is to lease land rather than to sell, in
order to maintain an ongoingstream of revenue and control over the quality and use ofland near its stations.
•

Relevant Regulation

O From the Federal Transit Administration: If land has a transit purpose, it can be sold for joint
development provided the agency maintains access through an easement or covenant. In thatcase,

federal law does not require the sale to be made for fair market value; it must only return a"fair
share of revenue" to the transit agency. Ifland does not have a transit purpose, it can be sold with
permission from the FTA. However, in that case, federal law typically requires the land to be sold
for fair market value.
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O From California Law: Land that is being sold must first be offered for the development of low- and
moderate- income housing when an agency seeks to dispose of it.
•

Case Study Lessons:

O Historically, FTA has deferred to the transit agency board or executive leadership to define a "fair
share of revenue" and hasallowed for flexibility in allowing for increased fare revenues to be
considered. However, FTA has recently released a draft joint-development circular that may
strengthen FTA's role in this determination.

O Some agencies sell land if they do not have the capacity to manage leases over the long term.
O In somecases, land sale deals have included a covenant requiring affordable housing (Charlotte and
Portland, OR, provide examples of this strategy).
Land Discount

•

Relevant Regulation from FI'A: The only stipulation in federal joint-development rulesis that a transit
agency must receive a fair shareof revenue from a landsale or land lease. Historically, FTA hasdeferred to
the transit agency board or executive leadership to define a "fairshare" and hasallowed for flexibility in
allowing for increased fare revenues to be considered. However, FTA has recently released a new draft
joint-development circular that may strengthen FTA's role in this determination.

•

Case Study Lessons: Some transit agencies interviewed indicated that, when a project was required to
include affordable housing, the negotiated price (sale or lease) may be lower than it would have been
without such a requirement.

•

Outstanding Question: County Counsel has raised questions as to whether LACMTA's authorizing statutes
expressly empower Metro to discount land. This study does not evaluate Uiose provisions and statutes.

Land Donation or Transfer
Land transfer occurs when a transitagency transfers land to a governmental authority for public use. Federal law

allows transfer ofsurplus land purchased with federal dollars to a public agency for little or no compensation if the
property will remain in public use for five years and if the public benefits outweigh any federal interest in the land.
•

Relevant Regulation from the FTA:

O It is theoretically possible for a transit agency to donate land to a private entity but challenging to
demonstrate the "fair share of revenue" requirement.
•

State Law:

O California law does not appear to require a transit agency to sell or lease surplus property lor fair
market value, except in limited circumstances when that property was purchased using gas tax
funds or where it isalready developed as residential property. While there are no stated
restrictions, County Counsel interprets the law as not explicitly stating that such an activity could
be allowed. The Options chapter discusses potential nextsteps to clarify whether land discount or
donation for affordable housing isa permitted use under California law, should the LACM IA board
feel such clarification is needed.

•

Case Study Lessons:

O Some transit agencies (e.g., Utah Transit Authority and Bay Area Rapid Transit) have donated land
in exchange for a future share of profits from development near transit but not necessarily to
support affordable housing.
O The interviews did not uncover examples of land transfer.
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Flexible Payment Structures
To make projects more financially feasible, transit agencies can structure the terms of sale or lease of property so that
upfront costs are lower and can then lease or delay purchase payments to phase in over time. While LACMTA has

implemented flexible payment structures for some joint development projects, this has not been implemented
explicitly with the goal of reducing costs for affordable housing.
•

Relevant Regulation from the FTA: The payment structure lor dealsis outside of the purview ol federal
guidelines, therefore limiting federal review of this aspect.

•

Case Study Lessons: Strategies related to lease or mortgage structures are useful for helping developers
linance affordable and market-rate projectsand appear to be relatively common (e.g., MBTA in Boston).

Affordable Housing Policies
In 2009, FRESC (the Front Range Economic Strategy Center) and Enterprise completed a study showing that at least
nine ol the largest transit agencies in the country had policies supportingallordable housing, including LACMTA.
With one exception, these policies state that provision of affordable housing or moderate/workforce housing as a
joint-development goal, but do not set explicit targets.
Case Study Lessons:

•

The Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA) has the most aggressive policy for affordable
housing, stating that at least 20%of residential or mixed-use TOD projects must include affordable housing.
However, MARTA has not produced any units to date under this policy, for a variety of reasons.

•

Some agencies, including the MBTA in Boston and King County Transit in Seattle, must comply with other
state, regional, or local policies that require an explicit share ol new housing development to be allordable.

•

There is a difference between affordable housing policy and practice. Many agencies without policies arc
successlul at joint development of affordable housing due to the practices of joint development stall (this
includes Miami-Dade Transit, which balances "utility withequity" in its negotiations and interpretation of a
lair return.

•

LACMTA has a record of producing affordable housing in its joint development projects —an estimated 25%
of joint development-produced units are affordable through a combination oflocal government policies
promoting or requiring affordable housing and the practice ol joint developmentstaff.

Strategic Land Acquisition for Joint Development
•

Relevant Regulation

O From the FTA: Under federal law, a transit agency may purchase land specifically for the purpose
of joint development.
O From California Law: LACMTA's express authority to engage in this activity remains an open
question for County Counsel, and Measure R funding may place restrictions on this activity.
Further analysis may be necessary.
•

Case Study Lessons: Several transit agencies outside California (e.g., TriMet, Miami-Dade Transit) have
purchased land specifically with jointdevelopment in mind to support redevelopment, affordable housing,
and increased ridership.. None of die California-based Case Studies involved agencies purchasing land
specifically for joint development.
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LACMTA Comparison with National Examples
Appendices A and B evaluate the applicability of each of die MPO and Transit Agency case studies to LACMTA.
In general, several of the activities, programs, or policies described in the above sections are similar to activities
LACMTA already pursues. Broadly, some other agencies make more explicit connections in their policies between
equitable TOD practices and their stated goals of reducing VMT or increasing transit ridership. Policies within
several agencies (particularly MPOs) arc more streamlined and connected; for example, the allocation of federal
transportation funding is linked to land use and TOD goals. For MPOs, such connections may be easier to make than
for an agency such as LACMTA, which does not have responsibility for an internal regional land use vision. Some
case study MPOs use evaluation criteria for allocation ol lederal transportation funds asa mechanism to leverage
TOD and allordable housing goals. The evaluation criteria witliin the Call for Projects at LACMTA do not

specifically include criteria directed to achieve land use planning or equitable TOD results.
Within transit agency examples, TriMet and BAR Tare two agencies whose activities are more streamlined across
departments. TriMet real estate and joint development stalf work in a TOD department that plays a role in new
corridor planning at the MPO (Portland Metro) and station area planning in local jurisdictions. BART planning and
real estate staff also play a role in station area planning and in considering TOD opportunities in corridor planning in
Contra Costa County.
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TOD Program and Financing Tools in Los Angeles County
Overview of Planning and Infrastructure Programs Supporting TOD Outcomes
Planning Tools Today

Los Angeles County supports TOD planning ondifferent scales (regional, corridor, and station area) and different
types of planning work (participatory, regulatory changes, CEQA analysis, and more); only LACMTA's grants have
focused exclusively on TOD. There are four planning grant programs at thestate, regional, and county levels that
LACMTA and other agencies utilize, including:

•

LACMTA's 'TOD Planning Grants (not an ongoing program at this point);

•

LACM TA's additional planning support programs

•

Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)'s Compass Blueprint Demonstration Project
program;

•

The California State Strategic Growth Council's planning grants; and

•

Caltrans Community Based Transportation Planning and Environmental Justice grants.

LACM TA's TOD Planning Grants Program has awarded Si 5.3 million through 22 grants over three rounds of

funding in the last 18 months. Though still very newandnot yet an ongoing program, it has been a valuable resource
lor Los Angeles County in supporting jurisdictions that want to reshape zoning codes to support TOD. LACMTA
expects that planning resulting from its grants will lead to land use changes that increase ridership, reduce congestion,
and improve air quality. The flexibility ol the lunding source allowed LACMTA to fill a preexisting hole in the kind
of planning dollars available to local jurisdictions, especially by providing funding for State-required Environmental
Impact Reports (EIRs) that are necessary precursors to making regulatory land uses changes.
Within the first round ol grants, LACMTA required thatall planning projects change land use regulations to support
TOD. This requirement did not apply in subsequent rounds. The grants have been used to fund specific plans: EIRs;
TOD Overlay Zones; design guidelines; initial study; urban design plans; a TOD guidebook; master plans;
strcctscape plans; and updates/amendments to general and community plans. LACMTA grants have been available to
municipalities with land use regulatory control over property within '/t-mile of designated transit corridors and
within '/4-mile of designated Metrolink Station, Joint Powers Authorities, and Councils of Governments that

represent such municipalities. LACMTA also requires planning projects be completed in 24 to 36 months.
LACMTA's additional planning support programs include the First/Last Mile Strategic Plan, the Climate Change
Adaptation Strategy for Los Angeles County, and integration of the Sustainability Policy and the Complete Streets
Framework into the Call for Projects and other LACMTA programs. Appendix C explains these strategies further.

SCAG's Compass Blueprint Demonstration Project Program is a competitive planning grant program available lor all
jurisdictions in the SCAG region for the following purposes: land use planning and design; market feasibility analysis;
outreach and engagement; sustainability services; transportation and parking; and visualizations. Because ol the
funding streams available to SCAG, the program does not fund EIRs, or architecture and engineering projects. SCAG
recognizes that these are key pieces to implementation ofTOD and other planning work, but is limited by the

restrictions onits funding sources. SCAG manages the administrative aspects ofthe grant in order to encourage local
governments without such administrative capacities to apply. State level Strategic Growth Council grants have also
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been filtered through this program in order to support implementation of the regional Sustainable Communities
Strategy. Strategic Growth Council Grants also include provisions to support community health.

Due to popular demand, the size and scale of Demonstration Project grants has grown from seven projects funded in
2006 at a range ofS10,000 to S20,000 pergrant to 27 projects in 2013 with an average project size of $175,000.
There is nodedicated source of funding for this program; the largest source has been State-level consolidated
planning grant funds.

Because the program has been in place since 2005, SCAG sees applications that follow on preliminary plans, like
several LACMTA TOD Planning Grants. SCAG funded a TOD corridor study ofthe Orange Line that
recommended land use changes at key stations on the line; in Round 3of LACMTA's "TOD Planning Grants, the City
of Los Angeles submitted an application to conduct more in-depth planning to make those changes. This example
suggests potential ways of ensuring SCAG and LACMTA planning activities are complementary rather than
overlapping in the future. SCAG also offers other assistance for local planners, including Toolbox Tuesdays, which
offers training in advanced planning tools for practitioners and the public at large.
State level Caltrans Community-Based Transportation Planning (CB'TP) and Environmental Justice Grants (EJ) are
available for TOD planning. CBTP grants are designed to fund coordinated transportation and land use planning that
promotes publicengagement, livable communities, and a sustainable transportation system, while EJ grants are more
focused on supporting inclusive public participation in land use and transportation planning. This program is meant
to leverage funds from other program sources, and iscompatible with other more implementation focused grants.
Federal grants for planning TOD are very limited. MAP-2 1 includes an allocation of S10million a year for the TOD
Planning Pilot Program, which could be a source for TOD Planning for jurisdictions across the County. Per MAP-21
guidelines, this program will only be available for planning along corridors in the New Starts process. Initially
funded in early 2013 as part of a congressional continuing resolution vote, FTA has yet to prepare a Notice of
Funding Availability that would outline the guidelines for applicants interested in the program. In the past, HUD and
FTA have managed competitive grant programs, including TIGER planning and infrastructure grants and Community
Challenge Grants. However, the long-term outlook of these programs is uncertain, and the most recent 201 3 round
of TIGER grants does not include a planning component.
Incenting Planning for Equitable TOD at the Local Level
None of the above programs has specific criteria requiring evaluation of equitable TOD or affordable housing.
However, several recent local examples provide new models lor integrating allordable housing into planning.

Akey feature of the Cornfield Arroyo Seco Specific Plan (CASP), which the City of Los Angeles recently approved, is
die provision of Bonus Floor Area and/or Transfer Floor Area for projects that provide allordable housing units.
Specifically, the CASP sets the base Floor Area Ratio (FAR) at 1.5:1, and allows projects to be developed at FARs of
up to 6:1 ifdefined affordable housing requirements are fulfilled. The City used a financial analysis tool to establish an
affordable housing obligation schedule for developers seeking FAR increases. The financial analysis also produced a
Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) Fee to be paid by developers who wish to obtain FAR increases butthat do
not wish to provide affordable housing units.

Similarly, the City ofSanta Monica's update ofthe Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE) ofthe General Plan
allows developers to request additional height and FAR with the provision of a community benefit, including

complying with the City's Affordable Housing Production Program, but requires other specified community benefits
for additional FAR increases.
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Inclusionary zoning has historically been a key policy tool to encourage production of affordable housing. However,
the 2009 Palmer vs. City ofLos Angeles decision eliminated inclusionary zoning for rental development projects in the
City of Los Angeles, and many other cities across California are now hesitant to pursue inclusionary zoning for fear of
triggering a similar lawsuit. The City of Pasadena has maintained its inclusionary ordinance, which requires 15% of
units within new development projects be affordable to low- and moderate-income households and allows developers
instead to pay an in-lieu lee, based on a fee schedule established by the City.
Planning Gaps Summarized

•

LACMTA has temporarily provided TOD Planning Grants and presently docs not expect to sustain this
program. However, Metro stall'is evaluating the possibility of continuing it on anongoing basis.

•

I he rounds ol LACMTA's TOD Planning Grants that required projects to make regulatory land use changes
and funded CEQA analysis temporarily filled a gap in planning tools. Making this a fixed component of an
ongoing program could fill this gap.

•

Evaluation criteria for LACMTA and all planning grant programs could relate funded plans back to regional
or countywide objectives, valuation criteria relatingto the Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) could be
strengthened in both LACMTA's Call for Projects and TOD grant programs and will be a key focus of

SCAG's program and state Strategic Growth Council programs in the future. Linking the SCS into these
grant programs could also reinlorcc the consideration of healthy infrastructure and planning askey
objectives. Other criteria could relate more strongly to transit ridership goals or reduced vehicle miles
traveled.

•

Planning grants could leverage greater community benefits, such asallordable housing, by ensuring that
applicants engage in activities to understand how different land use regulations increase or decrease value for
developers. The Cornfield Arroyo Seco Specific Plan (CASP) in the City of Los Angeles and the City of
Santa Monica's update of the Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE) both offer examples ol how
planning efforts in transit-oriented districts can offerdensity bonuses, parking reductions, or other
incentives to developers to incorporate affordable housing. Programs could incorporate these findings by
putting in place "value capture"criteria and making eligible funding lor analysis of mechanisms to incent
affordable housing.

Infrastructure tools today
Aside from locally funded infrastructure mechanisms such as Mello Roos districts, general fund allocations, or now

defunct tax increment financing, LACMTA's Callfor Projects (aka "The Call") is the major source of funding for TODsupportive infrastructure in Los Angeles County. The Call allocates federal, state, and regional transportation funds
for a range of transportation related projects. Funding isdistributed in eight modal categories, and scoring criteria
vary by category. All of the Call's modal categories can potentially support infrastructure needed in transit-oriented
districts, but the Pedestrian Improvements, Bicycle Improvements, and Transportation Enhancements categories are
particularly geared to support investments in active transportation modes. The Regional Surface Transportation
Improvements (RSTI) can also be used for larger projects, such asregionally significant arterial highways. The 201 3
Call will distribute S150 million, with an addition $49.3 million in funds unspent from the previous year. About

25% of the Call is dedicated to bike and pedestrian transportation projects, with RSTI and Transportation Demand
Management categories often including additional pedestrian and bicycle improvements components.
Because the Call is designed to serveall jurisdictions in the region equally, it does not call out TOD specifically as a

priority in any scoring criteria. However, the scoring systems for some modal categories include metrics that could
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make projects thatsupport TOD more competitive, particularly within the Land Use scoring criteria. These criteria
are aimed at giving points to projects that advance the goals and priorities of the adopted Regional Transportation
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (R'TP/SCS). In the 201 3 Call, projects located in High Quality Transit Areas
(HQ I As) can receive up to 4 points. Flowever, projects that are not in these areas may also receive those points if
they can demonstrate how they will improve bicycle and pedestrian access to local destinations and/or regional
transportation centers.

Ihe Call also has Land Use criteria that give points to projects if they implement or relate to previous planning work
done in the community. Ihe criteriaspecifically call out land use and zoning changes, housing preservation
programs, economic development initiatives, updated TOD ordinances, and Compass Blueprint projects as plans that
can be referenced to gain these points.
In addition, every project submitted to the Call must fill out the Impact Checklist, which is intended to document
how the needs of pedestrians and bicyclists were considered in the process of planning and/or designing die proposed
project. Ihe Checklist was developed in response to recent lederal and state policies that call for the integration of
pedestrian and bicycle plans into transportation plans and project development. In theory, the Checklist could
disqualify projects from receiving funding if they do not integrate pedestrian and bicycling. However, the division of
the Call into modal categories ensures similar types of projects compete against one another (e.g., goods movement
projects compete onlv with other goods movement projects).
Local sources: Impact Fees, Community Facilities Districts, Measure R.
Local jurisdictions can use Impact Fees or Value Capture mechanisms such as community facilities districts (aka
"Mcllo Roos") to fund TOD-supportive infrastructure. These are not ongoing programs with dedicated sources of
lunding, but are a set of tools that have been used in different communities to support'TOD related infrastructure.
Depending on how the tool isstructured, this approach can support transportation infrastructure (e.g., streets,
sidewalks, and bike lanes,) as well as water, sewer, parks and open space. In 2010, the City of Los Angeles set aside
10% of their annual Measure R local return funding for bicycle and pedestrian improvements(for 4 years), about
S3.27 million for the 2011 fiscal year.
Parking

Parking Policy can support public infrastructure and catalyze new development. Local jurisdictions in Los Angeles
County have successfully developed parking management and regulatory strategies that catalyze TOD, with two
notable examples being the unbundling ol parking from reuse ol historic buildings in downtown Los Angeles and
allowing for an in-lieu parking fee for new uses in historic buildings in Old Pasadena. Such strategics could also be
used to support equitable TOD by lowering the overall costof development. Developers interviewed for the study
often noted the potential to reduce parking for affordable housing development (compared with market-rate) when
zoning policies support such flexibility. Inaddition, developers noted the potential to share parking within TOD,
allowing daytime transit users and evening residential parkers to share spaces.
Infrastructure gaps summarized

•

Within LACMTA's Call for Projects, thereare no specific requirements or points awarded for projects that
use infrastructure investment to catalyze new development or increase transit ridership.

•

High Quality Transit Areas ("HQ'TA" areas with transit operating at least every 15 minutes at peak) are not
necessarily given preference in the allocation of funding for pedestrian, bicycle, and traffic calming/
complete streets infrastructure. In the 201 3 Call, LACMTA included new scoring rewarding projects
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located in High Quality Transit Areas. However, the scoring criteria seem to allow for exemptions, for
instance, if the project applicants can justify why their project is not in a HQ'TA.
•

LACMTA's Sustainability Policy also offers a quantitative framework for determining the infrastructure
investments that will result in the greatest VMT benefits in various geographic contexts - a key outcome of
'TOD efforts. However this policy is not explicitly linked to Call for Projects.

•

During study interviews several transit agencies and MPOs described programs that evaluate infrastructure
grantapplications trom local governments with criteria that include provision of an affordable housing plan
or policy. This includes TriMet's joint development program and the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission's Transportation for Livable Communities Program (now One Bay Area Grants). No such
evaluation criteria exist in the allocation of infrastructure funds in Los Angeles County.

Overview of existing financing tools and gaps for equitable development in TODs
Market-rate developments are typically financed with conventional debt or equity that relies on the ability of the
project to support the financing needed: sale prices for condos; rental income for multilamily. 'The productionof
allordable housing requires public subsidies to fill the gap between the commercial mortgage the cash How generated

by a project can support andthe total development costs. As some or all of the rents are restricted to be affordable,
the income generated by a project is typically not sufficient to cover both the operating costs and a large enough
conventional mortgage to pay development costs Further, die reduced cash How does not offer anywhere near the
rate of return necessary to secure an equity investment to fill the gap. Public subsidies for deals witha portion of
allordable units include loans from the Federal, State or local governments, Low-income Housing Tax Credits, Tax

Exempt Bond financing. The subsidies are typically used in conjunction to conventional financing Irom private
lenders and CDFIs.

Affordable, mixed-use and mixed-income developers use several financing sources throughout the development
process to acquire, plan lor, and implement projects. This studyexamines the existing financing tools, identifies gaps
and the needs of specific types of transactions, in the following categories:
•

Acquisition

•

Pre-development

•

Equity

•

Conventional permanent debt

•

Low-income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC)

•

Long term publicsubsidies

•

Preservation Transactions

•

Mixed-income Transactions

•

Mixed Use Transactions

•

Community Facilities

"' As anexample, inLos Angeles County, a household with an income at 3()°/o AMI can afford monthly payments ofS4K6, which just covers operating costs per
unit per month. As such, this household can't afford topay for ashare ofaconventional mortgage. Ahousehold earning 50% AMI can afford monthly payments
of S8I0, i.e. S330 overoperating costs, which means it cansup|x>rt a 558,000 mortgage lor its unit.
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•

Fresh Food Retail

•
•

Closing Concerns about the Complexity of Mixed Use and Mixed-income Development in TOD
Comments regarding Joint Ventures

The study also looks across uses, primarily considering affordable housing but with additional observations related to
mixed-use, mixed-income, community facilities generally and grocery retail included within the study. The
following are high level observations synthesizing interviews with developers and capital providers, further elaborated
in Appendix H.
Acquisition: patient and high riskfinancing
For larger, more complex projects in TODs that require time to secure entitlements, construction, and permanent
financing, developers seeklong term acquisition loans, withhigh Loan-to-Value ' (L'TV) ratios to cover carrying and
holding costs. Acquisition loans typically come from one of three sources 1) Standard loans from Community

Development Financial Institutions18 (CDFIs), which are limited in term (3 years) and L'TV (typically 70% to 85%,
up to 95% in some cases for preservation); 2) Loans Irom banks, which are typically more restrictive and provide
lower L'TV than CDFIs; 3) Pooled funds, also known as structured funds, that offer long terms and high L'TV. There

are currently three pooled funds that serve the Los Angeles region, all supporting allordable housing, mixed-income
and mixed-use projects with a high proportion of affordable units:
•

The Golden State Acquisition Fund (GSAF) offers up to $13.95 million, 100% LTV, 5-year acquisition loans
for transactions in the State of California. The Fund isa "structured participation", witha pool of funds from
the State leveraging capital from CDFIs, and banks as needed, with up to $93 million in total lending
possible over the next 5 years. GSAF was launched in January 201 3 and does not specifically target projects
in TODs, but its terms effectively supportsuch projects in Los Angeles County.

•

The New Generation Fund (NGF), as restructured andscheduled for re-launch in April 2013, offers up to
120% LTV, maximum loans of $15 million, and 4-year loans for acquisition and pre-development
transactions in the City of Los Angeles. Loans made through NGF are targeted to support the city's
affordable housing pipeline (in particular 9%low-income housing lax credit deals). The City of Los Angeles
is exploring possibilities for expansion of NGF specifically for development in TODs. As a result ol the
restructure, deals in TODs in the City of Los Angeles that qualify for the pipeline could have flexible options
for acquisition financing, with a clear path to construction and permanent financing (when they are 100%
affordable deals).

,7TheLoan-to-value (LTV) ratioisa financial term thatexpresses theratio ofa loan to theappraised value ol anasset purchased.

" Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs) are financial institutions that provide a range offinancial products and services inmarket niches that
are underserved by traditional financial institutions. CDFIs include regulated institutions such as community development banks and credit unions, and nonrcgulatcd institutions such asloanand venturecapital funds.
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•

The S60 million Los Angeles County Housing Innovation Fund (LACHIF) was intended to serve throughout

the county but stopped operating in early 201 3. LACHIF may be restructured toprovide longer terms with
100% LTV. Atthe time of this study, the future relevance of this tool within equitable TOD is unknown.
Pre-development: Early and Patient Unsecured Financing
Affordable pre-development financing provided in addition to high L'TV acquisition loans or asstand-alone
unsecured loans are a scarce resource, which makes development projects with high holding and carrying costs
difficult, especially for developers with smaller balance sheets and limited access to equity. This issue challenges all

affordable housing developments but particularly 'TODs, where some complex projects can require a long predevelopment time. CDFIs offer some unsecured financing, butin limited amounts (typically around $300,000 to
S500,000). Both NGF and LACHIF provide pre-development financing on top of acquisition financing, however only

within the maximum LTV mentioned above. Neither offer options for additional, unsecured pre-development
financing. GSAF is limited to acquisition only.
Equity

Conventional equity" for market-rate and mixed-income projects is available for all stages of financing from a variety

of investors (see Appendix D). Equity is usually expensive, asis mezzanine debt. Conventional equity isnot
typically used as a source of financing for 100% affordable projects. Common practice in affordable housing
development is to optimize the conventional debt that a project can carry based on its projected cash flow; such debt
is lessexpensive than mezzanine debt or equity. Typically there is insufficient additional cash How to support any
additional financing that need to be repaid with a return, including conventional equity.
Construction and Permanent Conventional Loans

Conventional debt lor construction and permanent financing is widely available Irom the community lending divisions
of the commercial banks, who have large Community Reinvestment Act (CRA)" needs in Los Angeles County.

Facing a huge gap in terms of public subsidies (described below), developers are looking at new ways to leverage the
few subsidies leftalong with debt. For example, developers are increasingly looking to pair very low interest FHA
loans (loans insured by die Federal Housing Administration) with other subsidy sources. Smaller properties have
more limited access to construction and permanent loans.
Low-income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) Equity

,9The pre-development phase isdefined as thephase ending with the construction loan closing for most transactions, inparticular 100% allordable deals or other
CRA eligible deals. In some cases, the pre-development phase might befurther refined as "pre-entitlement" versus "post-entitlement" phases to rellect the added
risk until entitlements are secured. For allordable transactions though, thepre-development phase extends to securing theconstruction and permanent financing,
hence the extension of that phase to "construction loan closing".

"'" Fc|uitv is aform ofhigh risk financing that is acomplement oralternative todebt in areal estate transaction. In comparison with debt, which must be repaid
overtime,equity doesnot have to be repaid. Equity cancome from a developer's ownresources or beraised from investors. Equity investors expect a return on
investment that is typically much more expensive than debt interestcost.

21 The Community Reinvestment Act of 1977 (CRA) affirmed the obligation offederally insured depository institutions to help meet the credit needs of
communities inwhich they are chartered, mostly through lending or investing, in particular via community development loans. The results ol the CRA
examination areconsidered when a financial institution applies toopen a branch, merge with another institution, or become a Financial Molding Company.
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'There are two types ofLIHTC: 9% competitive credits and 4% noncompetitive credits. In the current environment,
9% LIH'TC are extremely competitive while 4% LIH'TC are available; however, the feasibility ofdeals using 4%
credits is challenged by a lack ofsubsidy in the form ofsoft loans to complement it. LIH'TC equity from direct
investors and syndicators is widely available.
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Long Term Public Subsidies

Developers face a major gap in long term public subsidies for both 100% affordable housing projects and mixedincome projects. 'Those long term public subsidies typically take the form ofsoft public loans with repayment relying
on residual receipts, with 55-year or similar terms. In the current environment, resources are not available at the
level needed to fill the gap between available financing and the financing needed to make developments financially
feasible. This challenge is further explained in the following section.

The following findings relate to specific types of transactions that help illuminate the current funding environment
and potential strategies lor future development in 'TODs: preservation; unrestricted multifamily; mixed-income;
mixed use; community facilities; and fresh food.
Preservation Transactions

Preservation projects are properties assisted under a variety of Federal programs subsidized mortgages (Section
236, 221(d) (3) and Section 202), operating subsidies (Section 8), and tax subsidies (LIHTC and tax-exempt bonds) —
with restrictions in clanger of expiring, at which point the properties could convert to market-rate. In Los Angeles
County, 25,024 HUD-assisted units ""considered to be preservation properties are within a halfmile of existing and
planned rail or a quarter mileof frequent bus; 64% of all assisted units (39,184) in the county. There are currently
many competitive products (FFIA 221(d)(4), 223(F), tax exempt bonds) for preservation projects with Housing
Assistance Payment (HAP) contracts, for all phases of development. Some transactions require unsecured financing

for pre-development expenses which can be costly due to the complexity of restructuring or re-syndicating the
projects.

Occupied properties that arc unrestricted but are de facto affordable fit a different profile. 'They are not
"preservation" transactions per se and have more limited access to existing preservation tools. There isa lack of
options, particularly lor small permanent loans with high L'TV and longer terms that would allow developers to
acquire, stabilize operating properties and restructure them lateron.
Mixed-income Transactions and Joint Ventures

Sources ol financing are more limited for mixed-income projects, lor all phases of development. In most markets
with low market rents, 100% affordable deals are easier to finance than mixed-income projects, assuming long term
subsidies are available. 'Throughout the study process, developers noted the challenge of developing mixed-income
projects that rely on public subsidy that trigger requirements, including prevailing wage policies that increase
development costs. Unless the market rents are significantly higher than the allordable rents (Santa Monica was

frequently cited as a positive example), the additional debt diat can be supported by cash How from the market rents
cannot compensate lor the decrease in subsidy (in comparison to 100% allordable projects). Subsidies from
redevelopment agencies used to provide some relief, as they allowed up to 120% AMI allordable rents, allowing for a
higher cash flow from some properties.

HUD-assisted units include project-based Section 8, Section 202 and 811 units.
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It should also be noted that CDFIs, which typically provide early acquisition loans, and community development
banks, which provide takeout financing, conservatively underwrite mixed-income transactions. They typically make
conservative assumptions for marketrents to underwrite the transactions and size the debt. This practice tends to
make these projects harder to put together, particularly for developers without equity to rely upon. Mixed-income
developments with a large portion of affordable housing units qualify for GSAF and NGF acquisition loans, but their
underwriting can be expected to be conservative as well.

An example to note is the MacArthur Park project: the first phase was completed with4% LIHTC; tax exempt
bonds; and funds from public-sector partners in the State of California Housing and Community Department, the
City of Los Angeles, the County of Los Angeles (City of Industry) and the Community Redevelopment Agency. The
commercial component was financed with debt and New Market Tax Credits. LACMTA financed the public garage.
I here was no discount lor the ground lease. Most of the subsidy resources are now eliminated, and the project
would not be feasible today without them. Trying to restructure the project as a subsidized mixed-income project
such asan 80/20 deal would not have worked as the market rents are not high enough to fill the gapcreated by the
decrease in subsidy" .
Mixed Use Transactions

As with mixed-income projects, sources of financing are more limited lor mixed use projectsacross the phases ol
development. CDFIs and communitydevelopment banks conservatively underwrite such transactions. They
typically make conservative assumptions lor commercial rents to size the debt.

The pressure to integrate ground lloor retail within TOD mixed-use development was often cited as a financing and
operating challenge by developers and public sector partners. Often, developers have to build residential properties
with a retail/commercial component without relying upon commercial income to generate the cash flow supporting
the debt. Even when developers identify potential occupants there isa gap in financing tools for small retail spaces in
weaker markets that need operatingsubsidies or longterm public subsidies.
While projects in stronger markets particularly those with anchor tenants face fewer challenges, emerging and
weak markets consistently wrestle with this problem. Of particular concern are small commercial projects that lack
the opportunities of scale to create a vibrant commercial center, risking languishing vacant storefronts and
neighborhood disinvestment. 'Therefore, understanding the market and the opportunity for commercial uses is
crucial before making retail a requirement.
Community Facilities
Availability of resources varies with die type of community facility. Programs available include New Market Tax
Credits (NMTC) and LACMTA's Urban Greeninggrants. NM'TC are available, howeverare very competitive and

face geographic specific eligibility criteria. Due to their complexity and high transactions costs, they do not work lor
very small projects. While not a financing tool, LACMTA's Urban Greening Grant uses state funding to study how
to add green elements to transit park-and-rides and station areas, including activating spaces through community
activities.

"" Phase II isstill in the pre-development phase, as the developer is working onthe commercial space. Phase II has an existing funding commitment Irom the State
Housingand Community Development Department,
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Fresh Food Retail

The FreshWorks Fund Program was created in 2011 to meet the financial needs of fresh food retail unable to access

conventional financing from commercial banks. The Fund addresses the need for flexible capital for fresh food retail
outlets in Los Angeles County. As of now and until the success of the Fund can be fully assessed, there doesn'tseem
to be a need for an additional financing tool.

Closing Concerns about the Complexity of Mixed Use and Mixed-income Development in TOD
Several ol the developers interviewed expressed concerns about incentives that would push them to put together
projects that don't financially perlorm in their markets. These concerns well summarize how public requirements and
constrained financing options come together within TODs. One developer summarized the challenge well by saying,
"don't ask lor a Christmas Tree"—by attaching an unrealistic wish list to development incentives (e.g., land donation,
zoning incentives, financial support). A common example was a requirement to include retail space on sites where
the market cannot support retail. 'The premise was, "know when you have a good piece of real estate and do no
harm"—don't impede development by piling unrealistic requests on it. For sites thatare less attractive to most
developers but where there might be reasons to incentivize development, the suggestion was to keep it simple and be
realistic. The recommendation was to stay away from development plans in which the primary aim is to cater to as
many constituencies as possible.
These insights help inform the types ol financing and programmatic options worth considering, and even more so,
highlight the importance of localities doing in depth analyses of their policies and requirements to test feasibility of
development with TODs on a place-by-place basis, rather than having wholesale policies that apply to every situation.
Despite these challenges, there are ways to cralt approaches that are sensitive to market feasibility, as highlighted in
Appendix D.
Comments regarding Joint Ventures
Development in TOD in Los Angeles County has been led by a diverse mix of developers —often large companies

with a national or regional presence, some with experience in affordable housing, local non-profit developers; and
sometimes local community development corporations (CDCs) with a long-term vision and commitment to their
neighborhoods. Throughout the study, stakeholders and developers made two major comments.
First, the current environment may not provide opportunities for CDCs who know their communities to participate
in large developments inTODs, as those are typically slated for large capacity developers. This may be true
particularly as weaker and emerging markets become stronger, and higher capacity developers begin to look at lower
income neighborhoods for opportunities. Involving CDCs might help address displacement issues.

Second, it is important to acknowledge developers have different strengths and expertise when it comes to
residential development and allordable housing. Plans for development, especially for mixed-income projects,
should build on these and not assume developers unfamiliar with affordable housing should handle the allordable
piece.

An important step for public agencies and LACMTA may be to encourage joint ventures and develop strategies to
ensure that CDCs have opportunities to partner and/or continue to lead development within their neighborhoods of
focus. When sites allow, a split development with side-by-sidc projects (affordable and market-rate versus one
mixed-income project) might be the best option, as it would make the best ofeach developer's expertise, optimize

the use ofsubsidies, and encourage the long term operation and ownership ofthe affordable units by a CDC. When a
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Golden State Acquisition Fund
Overview

As a result of an innovative partnership between the State ofCalifornia and Community Development Financial
Institutions (CDFIs), the Golden State Acquisition Fund (GSAF) was established in December 2012 to respond to
allordable housing developers' need to quickly access flexible financing to purchase land or occupied properties as
they become available. GSAF leverages S23 million in seed financing from the State of California's Department of
Housing and Community Development with private capital to create a S93MM revolving pool offunds. GSAF is a
unique financing program, with a lean model that streamlines the lending process through the CDFIs: each
participating CDFI will originate the loans through their internal approval process and raise the capital as needed.
The $23 million will serve as a 25% top loss for each GSAF loan, enabling the seven originating CDFI lenders to
provide acquisition financing with favorable pricing and attractive terms, such as higher loan-to-value and longer loan
terms. The program supports both the construction and preservation of affordable housing throughout the State of
California. GSAF aims to distribute 45% of total funds to projects in Southern California, 30%to projects in
Northern California, 10% to projects in rural areas, and another 15% to foreclosed properties. Although the GSAF
does not specifically target development in TOD, GSAF can offer long terms, high LTV and a large maximum loan
amount, all of which are often needed for large urban infill projects that characterize typical TOD developments.
Products and Terms

Acquisition Only
The maximum loan amount is Si3,950,000 and the maximum loan term isfive years. The maximum LTV for non
profit developers is 100% and 95% for for-profit developers. Interest reserve requirements arc flexible. The
program encourages CDFIs to provide financing at a lower cost than they would typically offer with theirfunds.

Eligibility Requirements
Eligible Projects

•

Acquisition of land and occupied properties

•

Rental Housing: 100% of unitsrestricted to 60%or below AMI

•

Homeownership: restricted to 80% AMI

•

Mixed-Use: no less than 75% of total square feet to be acquired will be developed as allordable housing (at
or below 60% AMI)

•

Mixed-Income: no less than 75% of number of proposed residential units will be developed asaffordable
housing (at or below 60% AMI).

Eligible Borrowers

Eligible borrowers include non-profit developers, for-profit developers, cities, counties, and other public agencies
within California, and joint ventures comprised of such entities, with a track record of developing affordable housing.
Geographic Requirements
The state of California.
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Use of the Fund

As GSAF was just created, no loans have been made through GSAF. While it isanticipated that the GSAF will
provide a good acquisition product for both the new construction and preservation of affordable housing, the success
of this financing tool lor equitable transit oriented developments is still to be determined.
Lessons Learned

Applicable to other efforts to create a TODdevelopment financing tool

The GSAF will be a key tool for equitable TOD projects because the top loss offered by the State will allow CDFIs to
take on more risk and oiler better terms lor acquisition financing than they typically do otherwise. The program will
support projects that need time to secure the entitlements and construction/permanent financing by ollering longer
terms (5 years maximum instead of the typical 2 to 3 years). It isavailable for mixed-use and mixed-income projects,
and has high maximums in terms of LTV and loan size, which iscrucial for the purchase ol large pieces of land, long

holding periods or preservation transactions. Additionally, GSAF does not require developers to have completed the
entitlement process before closing; this is crucial lor TOD development projects, as the process can olten take years
for large, mixed-income or mixed use projects. CDFI's don't require entitlements to close; however, without them,

they typically offer lower LTV. The GSAF offers financing options that are not currently available otherwise and will
go a long way in supportingTOD projects. However, the GSAF doesn't address the need for pre-devclopment
financing, which will be essential for some transactions with high carrying costs.

Denver TOD Fund
Overview

The Denver TOD Fund (the Fund) is capitalized at S15 million withefforts underway to expand to S30million in
total loan capital. The revolving loan fund makes capital available to purchase and hold sites for up to live years along
current and future rail and high frequency buscorridors within the city of Denver. Established in 2010, the Fund isa
partnership ol government, quasi-governmental organizations, banks, non-prolits and foundations. The City of
Denver made a substantial investment, providing S2.5 million in top loss investment by leveraging an additional S11
million in private capital. The Urban Land Conservancy (ULC) committed the initial Si.5 million ol equity and leads
the real estate acquisition, management, and disposition of assets for the Fund, partnering with developers to achieve
the goals of the Fund.

The Fund's purpose is to support the creation and preservation of over 1,000affordable housing units through
strategic property acquisition in current and future transit corridors. Through the Fund, the partners are able to seize
the opportunity to acquire both vacant and operating key properties. The goal is to acquire these properties as
demand for housing near transit grows for all income levels, but before market speculation drives land values up and
makes aflordable housing development unattainable.

Products and Terms

Acquisition Only

•

Acquisition ol land and occupied properties.

•

Single Borrower, ULC, creates disposition agreement with developer partners.
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•
•
•

Maximum five year term with loans up to S3 million.
3.4% interestrate: fixed interest only, paid quarterly.
Each sub-loan made through theTOD Fund requires an equity investment of at least 10%, with a maximum LTV
at 90%.

•

Must demonstrate that the site has already received all necessary zoning approvals or will receive the necessary
approvals within two years of loan closing.

Eligibility Requirements
Eligible Projects

•

•
•

•

Mixed use and mixed-income allowed with no stated limits, rather this ratio isdriven by the permanent financing
source, with Federal sources to date limiting non-housing uses to 20%. The Fund maintains a focus on
allowability through a goal of creating or preserving at least 1,000 units over 10years.
Sites are projected to be primarily rental, 60% AMI and below, with a goal of 15% of units at 30% AMI and
below. Homeownership at up to 95% AMI will be allowed ifthe market warrants.
Properties must be within Vi mile of currentor future fixed-rail transit stations or within {A mile of high
frequency bus stops, acquired bothfor the purposes of preserving existing affordable housing and for the purpose
of developing new affordable housing, aswell as supportive commercial uses.
Preservation defined as existing multi-family properties, restricted and not, with plans for rehab or
redevelopment via permanent financing that creates long-term affordability.

Eligible Borrowers

ULC is the sole borrower. Additional borrowers will be considered upon the expansion of the TOD Fund to a S30
million regional resource.
Geographic Requirements

Must be located in the city of Denver; expansion will open to the multi-county region by 2014.
Use of the Fund

Since April 2010, the Fund has deployed over S9 million, facilitating seven acquisitions throughout Denver. These
acquisitions will allow for the preservation and development of nearly 500 affordable homes, a new public library,
and approximately 100,000square feet of community-focused commercial space - all in close proximity to a light rail
station or high-frequency bus stop.
•

Yale Station. 1.2 acres of land were acquired adjacent to the existing Southeast light rail corridor station at 1-25
and Yale in July 2010. Inan innovative step, the Regional Transportation District (RTD) voted unanimously to
execute an agreement between RTD and the development team to create a Transit-Oriented Master Plan for the
Yale Station area. The master plan includes the development of 100workforce homes on the site complimented
by commercial space for community use. RTD owns the 100 space parking lot onsite, while ULC anticipates the
rental unitsto serve households at or below 60% AMI witha goal of at least 15% of unitsserving households at
or below 30% AMI.

•

Mile High Vista. Two acres of land were acquired adjacent to the West Corridor light rail, opening in April 2013
and located on a high frequency bus route. Anew library is under construction with 80 workforce housing units,
childcare and non-profit office space scheduled to startconstruction this spring.
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Delaware Station. One acre of land was acquired inJune, 2011 across the streetfrom the Evans Light Rail Station
along the existing Southwest rail corridor. 50 residential workforce housing units are under construction and will

be completed this summer. The ground lloor includes 7,100 square feet ofretail and commercial space.
Blake TOD. A 1.4acre property, acquired in November 201 1, issite of the first stop on the future East corridor
commuter line which will connect Downtown Union Station to Denver International Airport. This property,
which includes vacant buildings, will be stabilized and eventually redeveloped into a mixed-use site with an
emphasis onaffordable housing. Development at this site will be catalyticto the area, with much needed access
to transit at the Blake Street Station scheduled to be operational in early 2016. ULC anticipates soliciting request
lor proposals for a development partner this year.

Lessons Learned

Applicable to other efforts to create a TOD development financing tool
• Transit systems operate at the regional level; therefore TOD development financing efforts are most effective
when scaled to the regional level. The process of retooling the Fund to expand itsavailability outside the city of
Denver is time consuming. Startingat the regional level in the beginning would have been more effective.

•

Strategic relationships with transit agencies and metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) arc essential for
success. Ihe Denver Fund has struggled to incorporate transit agency jointdevelopment opportunities into the
Fund work, with Yale Station being a positive exception. There has also been struggles with buy in from the
MPO. DRCOG (the MPO) has endorsed a regional fund but has not made a financial investment.

•

Preservation opportunities within Denver tend to be smaller properties, many ol which do not provide the scale
necessary to make rehab transactions financially leasible. Larger properties that do providesome ol this scale are
highly sought alter, creatingconsiderable competition and high prices. Thus, the opportunities the Fund has
pursued have largely been ground-up development opportunities. Many of these sites, though very well located,
are in need ol demolition, environmental remediation, inlrastructure improvements, etc., before they are ready
lor vertical development. ULC has been successful in getting EPA and/or Brownfield grants to pay for
remediation but a sustainable model lor financing is needed.

•

There is a need lor additional loan products. Increasingly there are needs lor pre-devclopmentloans (including
the allowance ol clean-up/remediation as an eligible use), bridge loans, and inlrastructure financing.

•

Most of the challenge associated with mixed-use and mixed-income deals comesin on the permanent financing
level —typically, underwriting doesn't allow more than 20% ol property revenues to come Irom non-housing
uses. Oftentimes, retail on the ground lloor isa zoning requirement, but developers and equity/debt providers
will not underwrite any commercial income for purposes of covering debt.

Boy Area Transit-Oriented Affordable Housing (TOAH) Fund
Overview

The Transit-Oriented Affordable Housing Fund (TOAH Fund) is a public-private financing resource for the
development of affordable housing and other community facilities near transit lines throughout the Bay Area. The
$50 million TOAH Fund was made possible through a S10million investment from the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission (MTC), the region's MPO. Additional capital for the Fund was provided by Citi Community Capital,
Morgan Stanley, the Ford Foundation, Living Cities, and the San Francisco Foundation.
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